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Jason Sheppard
Bill Janes; Ab Singleton
Jim Carroll
Fw: Incident
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Sirs,
I will be sending you three emails shortly from RCMP Doug Noel who is Smyth's partner.
Apparently this issue with threats from Mr. Dunphy started on Friday on Twitter sent to MHA
Sandy Collins. See for details and the threat.
Scott Haye and Ed Benoit will be going into HQ tonight to research ican and the threats file
for Mr. Dunphy. I expect an update by 900pm which I will forward.
Ed is assigned to PPS until further notice. I have notified Krista Day on CEO. We will be
keeping two members with the Premier until we see how this pans out. Ed has contacted
both Doug Noel and the Premier.
Doug Noel will be picking the Premier up at his home at 900am and conveying him to Confed
Bldg. Ed will then join them. They have the other Suburban.
Premier's wife
is upset as well as family as Premier intimated to you Chief , and also to
Ed and Doug. As a result have assigned Jason Power and Laurie Crowe in a CID vehicle to
provide overnight security. Premier has asked Ed for security to continue tomorrow for his
wife even when he is not home. I will have Gullage deal with tomorrow as I will be testifying
at
matter. Power/Crowe have been told to stay at residence tomorrow until
relieved.
The Premier is now going to his brothers place at
for Easter dinner and he feels
safe there. Ed has notified Comm Center Nco in case Premier calls RNC. He will call Ed if he
needs anything.
Supt Jamie Zettler also received the emails, to follow, from Cst Noel and will forward to the
case manager of the shooting.
Jason

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

